
Paragon Harvest, LLC 

91 Kuniholm Drive, Holliston, MA 

November 3rd Meeting Questions: 

 

1.  What waste will the facility generate and how will it be disposed? 
 
ANSWER:  All standard trash and recyclable goods will be disposed of in a commercial 
dumpster on premises with regular pick-ups.  All unused marijuana will be wasted in the 
disposal room by grinding it and mixing with a one-part marijuana and nine-parts wood 
chip or equivalent.  Wastewater treatment, namely, gray water is too purified for 
continued use because it is nutrient deficient.  This grey water will be used for outdoor 
landscaping.   

 
2. Has there been an Environmental Assessment? 

ANSWER:  There is a filed Response Action Outcome (“RAO”) filed with the 
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection circa February 1, 2008, by 
Thomas Luby, LSP of Enstrat, Inc of Marlboro, MA .  The Class A-2 RAO was filed for 
RTN 2-16570.  Our team reviewed the previous filed reports and concluded that the 
filings were sufficient. 

3. What government agency does inspections? 

ANSWER:  The Cannabis Control Commission is the agency charged with regulating 
and inspecting all Marijuana Establishments as proscribed by 935 CMR 500.00 et seq. 

4. What will be the regular hours of operation? 

ANSWER:  Workers will be working Monday through Friday from 8:00 AM to 5:30 PM. 
Approximately two to three workers will work on Saturday and/or Sunday no longer than 
10:00 AM to 2:00 PM for performing maintenance. 

5. What condition would you propose relative to Odor? 

ANSWER:  "The premises shall be equipped with a heating, ventilation, air conditioning, 
filtration system or other accepted system which is designed to minimize attendant odors 
and noise escaping the structure which are associated with said use. The Applicant must 
provide standard operating procedures and a maintenance plan for said systems to ensure 
that the equipment is maintained to prevent odors and noise in accordance with the 
design.  No emissions shall violate MGL c. 111, s. 31C.”  

 


